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EDITION

All photographs produced in edition of 24 + 2 artist proofs
All graphics produced in edition of 48
COPYRIGHT

All rights reserved by Mr. Christoph Lerch - he also holds all rights regarding use, copying or
changes in whole or in part.
Copyright can subsist in an original photograph, i.e. a recording of light or other radiation on any
medium on which an image is produced or from which an image by any means be produced, and
which is not part of a film. Whilst photographs are classified as artistic works, the subsistence of
copyright does not depend on artistic merit. The owner of the copyright in the photograph is the
photographer – the person who creates it, by default.
Copyright which subsists in a photograph protects not merely the photographer from direct copying
of his work, but also from indirect copying to reproduce his work, where a substantial part of his
work has been copied.
Copyright in a photograph lasts for 70 years from the end of the year in which the photographer
dies. A consequence of this lengthy period of existence of the copyright is that many family
photographs which have no market value, but significant emotional value, remain subject to
copyright, even when the original photographer cannot be traced, has given up photography, or
died (a problem known as copyright orphan). In the absence of a licence, it will be an infringement
of copyright in the photographs to copy them.
Infringement of the copyright which subsists in a photograph can be performed though copying the
photograph. This is because the owner of the copyright in the photograph has the exclusive right to
copy the photograph. For there to be infringement of the copyright in a photograph, there must be
copying of a substantial part of the photograph. A photograph can also be a mechanism of
infringement of the copyright which subsists in another work. For example, a photograph which
copies a substantial part of an artistic work, such as a sculpture, painting, architectural work
(building) or another photograph (without permission) would infringe the copyright which subsists
in those works.
Public property It is generally legal to photograph or videotape anything and anyone on any public
property, with some exceptions made for certain portions of military installations that have national
security sensitivity
Privacy issues Members of the public have virtually no privacy rights when they are in public
places. Basically, anyone can be photographed without consent except when they have secluded
themselves in places where they have a reasonable expectation of privacy such as dressing rooms,
restrooms, medical facilities, or inside a private residence. This legal standard applies regardless of
the age, sex, or other attributes of the individual.
Reactions to photography differ between societies, and even where restrictions on photography are
not covered by statute, code, or judicial precedent, there may be resistance to the taking of
photographs by individuals or groups. The breach of the social norms can result in opprobrium,
coercion, danger, and violence, and as such should be noted and respected
LINKING DISCLAIMER

By providing links to other sites we do not guarantee, approve, or endorse the content, information
or products available on these sites.

